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Prologue 

 

Present Day 

 

 

It was a cold winter’s morning Leon Smith was drinking his 

coffee as he lit a cigarette and as he slowly exhaled the smoke 

he looked at Tito the tracker he inherited the day he took this job 

on Eagles Nest. A game farm situated in Mpumalanga nestled 

next to the Kruger Park. The farm was managed by a lovely but 

feisty girl, Kristy Naude. Leon helped Kristy in the hunting 

season when she had a problem animal.  

This was one of those occasions. A buffalo was wounded on one of the hunts. Kristy 

called Leon and as always tried to negotiate a lower rate and as always Leon 

refused. He knew she would offer him a place to stay for the hunting season, lead 

the hunts and pay his fees. This fitted nicely into Leon’s lifestyle the rest of the year 

he would spend photographing wildlife in Namibia or in the Okavango, this year he 

was looking at the Chobe National Park, plus she allowed Leon to leave some of his 

weapons in her gun safe and she never asked questions. This would be the third 

season. Leon also had time to pursue an animal he has tracked for four years, he 

promised himself that if he ever had the opportunity he would not hesitate to put this 

animal down, but now it was time to hunt this buffalo then he would get some rest.  

Leon looked at the Safari 550 DGR rifle in his lap, this rifle provided the fire power to 

kill any of the big five. Even the design of the rifle was intended for big game hunting. 

These rifles were chambered for cartridges used in elephant guns. It also featured 

an express sight, a hammer forged barrel and single set trigger making this model 

the perfect rifle for hunting big and dangerous game. The wounded buffalo he was 

about to hunt defiantly featured very high on that list.  

 

Leon looked at Tito as he took the last drag from his smoke and nodded as he 

walked towards the Jeep. They would drive to the area where the buffalo was 

wounded and from there they would have to track the animal on foot. This was never 

fun and this happens every year and still Kristy persist with this practice as she 

believes she can do everything on the farm, but as every other year she ended up 
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with a problem animal and she had to call on Leon. Still he didn’t mind the 

arrangement; after all he also enjoyed her company. 

Leon and Tito got into the Jeep and Tito pointed the way. 

“We need to go down to the river; they were in the thick bushes.” 

“That is right why would this be easy, just like Kristy, hey Tito.” 

The tracker just smiled he never said much, mostly he just smiled and nodded, 

maybe that was the way Leon should manage this arrangement, still it was more 

than four years since that fatal incident, maybe it was time to move on and have a 

relationship. 

Leon was still debating with himself when Tito spoke. “That is the herd sir.” 

“What?” 

“That is the herd sir.” Tito repeated. 

“So they have moved on, that is never good, okay let’s drive closer and scan the 

herd to see if the wounded bull is with them.” 

The two men drove closer and stopped almost next to the herd that was grazing 

peacefully. They were looking for the old bull, but they both knew that he would be 

alone; the herd would push him out, because he was now a liability.  

 

With the smell of blood on the old bull, he would not be welcome in the herd. That 

would attract predators and they could single out a calf, for that reason the dominant 

female and younger bulls would push him out. The old bull knew this so he broke 

away from the herd, he would now wait and face the animal that inflicted this pain 

and if he could he would kill this intruder. When this happened Kristy took the young 

hunter back to the lodge and called Leon, she knew that facing a wounded buffalo 

was very tricky and dangerous. The added bonus was Leon’s company she missed 

him, he had returned from Namibia, she always provided him a place to stay, so she 

called him. Kristy wanted more than this arrangement. 

“Well Tito he is not with the herd, it would never be that easy.” 

They two drove to the thickets in silence. Leon stopped the Jeep and before they got 

out he checked his Glock-17 pistol. 

“That will not stop the buffalo sir.” 

“I know, but it might just stop him from killing us, anyway let’s hope we can shoot it 

before it decides to vent his anger on us.” 

“We will sir.” Tito smiled. 
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“You know Tito I once read this story about a young hunter that wounded a buffalo 

and then he decided to track it. The buffalo waited for him and when he was close 

enough the bull charged him. He shot the animal a second time, but still the bull 

came and the hunter got pinned down the buffalo was so infuriated that he just kept 

coming back and he would attack the lifeless body over and over. When his friends 

found him later that day the buffalo was dead, it died from blood loss but they could 

see that he would walk to a shady spot to rest and build-up strength. Then he would 

return to maul the dead body over and over, until he died from the wounds. So my 

friend if I do get pinned down I would use the pistol to chase it off or make sure I 

shoot him as many times as possible.” 

 

The two men exit the Jeep and Tito used the chalk bag to test the wind, by holding it 

up and then flicking the bag, that way he knew which way the wind was blowing and 

how to stay downwind from the buffalo. Buffalo has a really well developed sense of 

smell to compensate for their bad eye sight. 

Tito was leading the way as they set off, Leon knew that the bull would be close and 

that with any luck he would be stiff and lying down. He had this feeling that they were 

being stalked and that somewhere in the bushes to his left lurked death. Leon 

stopped and lifted the rifle and with the scope he scanned the area. Then he saw the 

warm air that twirled upwards from the nostrils, it looked like a steam engine, but he 

knew that the old bull was waiting for them to walk into the opening just ahead of 

Tito, that way he would have a clear view of his target. The one drawback the Safari 

550 DGR rifle has is that it only allowed three rounds in the magazine so you had to 

make sure you hit your target. Leon steadied and took aim as the bull moved forward 

he was now almost in view. Leon whistled Tito, both Tito and the buffalo stopped; 

now it was a battle of nerves.  

The old bull lifted his head smelling the air he could smell danger, but this time he 

would not run he would face his tormentors. He used his front leg and scrapped the 

earth, the pain from the bullet was excruciating and his anger knew no boundaries, 

he moved forward. 

Tito looked back and he could see Leon aiming to the bushes to his left but he 

couldn’t see anything so he decided to move forward. 

As Tito moved the old bull lowered his head, now he was ready for a final battle and 

he would make it count. 
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Leon could now see the buffalo and as the bull lowered his head he took aim and 

before the bull could charge he fired. The bullet slammed into the buffalo’s side. He 

fell to the ground bellowing in pain but he would never rise again. Leon pulled the 

bolt back discharging the empty shell and as he pushed the bolt back he loaded the 

next round. As Leon walked forward he was weary looking for younger bulls that 

would sometimes stay with an injured companion, but today the old bull was alone. 

As he walked closer he could still hear the bellowing. As soon as he had the bull in 

his sights he dispatched it with a shot to the head. 

“Call the lodge and tell them to send the crew to load and skin the buffalo.” 

“How did you know sir?” 

“That is a long story Tito, but all is well that ends well my friend.” 

 

Leon took a smoke from his top pocket and lit it, soon Kristy would arrive. He waited 

with anticipation he enjoyed her company.  

Tito called the lodge on the radio and twenty minutes later Kristy and the crew 

arrived with the young hunter in tow. 

Leon was sitting on the Jeep deep in thought.  He was still sad and blamed himself 

for what happened to Lucy four years ago. As the second Jeep stopped next to him, 

Leon looked alive as Kristy stepped from the Jeep, her blond hair neatly tied in a 

pony tail, as always she looked stunning. 

“That was quick.” Her husky voice was also very sexy  

“Well I was trying to impress you, Kristy.” 

“You always do Leon, how are you?” 

“I missed this excitement but not as much as your company, Kristy.” 

“Are you flirting with me Leon Smit?” 

“Well no Kristy Naude, I sincerely mean every word.” 

Leon jumped from the Jeep and walked to Kristy and kissed her, she was after all an 

old friend. Kristy was quite surprised by this but she enjoyed it, she never remarried 

after her husband and son were killed in a carjacking that went wrong. Ever since 

Leon appeared on her doorstep she was slowly regaining her romantic feelings. 

“I am so glad to hear that.” Kristy smiled and held his hand just that bit longer before 

she walked towards the buffalo. 
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Leon watched her as she walked away, she was a true beauty. He was still staring at 

her long legs, when she stopped and turned. Smiling at him, she knew that he was 

staring and she actually enjoyed it. 

“Are you coming?” 

“Yes.” Leon smiled as he walked towards Kristy, this was going to get complicated, 

but Leon didn’t mind it, was time to move on. 

Kristy still remembers the first time she met Leon, he was withdrawn. Shy and he 

rarely spoke to her but he was efficient, that suited Kristy. As time passed the two 

became friends and now this. This is what she longed for that kiss could be the 

beginning of something more but only time will tell. Kristy smiled thinking maybe I 

should take the initiative. Knowing Leon he might need a map. Maybe I should take 

the lead. Kristy was soon back to the task at hand, still….   

 

Leon was in his own world he kissed Kristy and it felt so good, she had the same 

perfume she wore the first time they met. She held his hand, was he reading too 

much into the moment was this the beginning of something? Hell he should try and 

get a grip before she noticed his feelings. 

Kristy looked at Tito and nodded to him to get them to work she walked away and 

played with her hair. Then turned and looked at Leon, when their eyes met they both 

smiled this was going to get complicated but what the hell. 
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-1- 

 

 

Sam Perry was called to the director’s office, he never enjoyed 

these moments but it was part of his job. Sam was the head of 

the investigation unit in the BAU. As he arrived he was asked to 

wait, but before he could sit he was told that he could enter. 

Inside the office were a number of people from the past. The 

past he would like to keep in the past, but he knew that was not 

going to happen, not today. 

“Sam glad to see you how are you?” The director waived him into the office, as a 

well trained operative Sam looked at the people in the room as he spoke. 

“I am well sir, is there a reason for this meeting?” 

“Still the same hard head, hey Sam?” Derrick Lam spoke; he was the head of 

Interpol in America.  

“Sam I believe you know Bob and Cristal Ford.” 

“Yes sir. Bob, Cristal how are you?” Sam was weary he knew Cristal well. 

“You tell me Sam.” Cristal was cold as always, Sam could never please her after that 

incident. He tried but Cristal still blames him for the lost of her daughter and the fact 

that one of the criminals survived he was give a free pass and in return he provide a 

detail sketch of the one that got away. In return he wanted the death penalty waived 

and Sam made the deal. By then the leader of the gang was long gone and Cristal 

still blames Sam for that. 

“I have a feeling that you have some information Derrick?” Sam was unprepared for 

this meeting but he knew that this was the type of meeting that could cost you, your 

career. So Sam went on the attack.  

“Yes Sam I have five dead girls in Southern Africa.” 

“I work here in America Derrick and I have a number of open cases you know that so 

why is that important.” 

“They were shot five times with a bow and arrow; does that sound familiar to you 

Sam?” Derrick had his opening and delivered a brutal punch. 

Derrick never liked Sam, he was the reason that Derrick ended at Interpol when the 

Five Horsemen case went pear shaped. Sam indicated in his report that it was due 

to Derrick’s action that three agents died that night. That he had used unnecessary 
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force to get information from the only living suspect and due to his action, the 

suspect was never prosecuted. 

“That is not our jurisdiction, Derrick so no.” Sam recovered but he knew he was 

going to get hammered they were out for blood. 

“You hypocrite, how dare you?”  Cristal never held back 

Sam knew that he would need all his training and wits to walk out of this room still 

employed at the BAU.  

“Sir you know that is true.” 

“Listen director I could call the Chief of Staff at the White House if I have to.” 

“No need for that Bob, he did brief me, this is how we will handle this problem. Sam 

you and Derrick will go with Bob and Cristal to the hotel suit they booked. You will 

work as a team on this one. Anyway you have more than six months leave due and 

now would be a good time to take some leave” 

“Sir that is not how we work and ....”  

“You will do as you are told on this one Sam and if Cristal and Bob need information 

you will provide that information. This is not a request Sam, this is me telling you 

what to do and you will do just that.” 

“Sam you make sure you tell me everything this time not just the selective parts you 

deem appropriate or I will personally see to it that you lose your job.” Cristal was out 

of control she wanted blood.     

“Cristal, we are all sorry for your loss, you know that and like Sam said this is not 

how we normally work but given the call I had this morning Sam and Derrick will 

comply. They will answer all your questions. I have taken the liberty to request all the 

documents on the young South African that worked on the case as you requested. 

Sam you can collect that on your way to the hotel and glance over them and assist 

Cristal.” 

“Sir I have to object.” Sam protested again. 

“Sam your objection is noted, but let me tell you this, that call from the Chief of Staff 

convinced me that this is the way we will precede. As you very well know Sam I was 

the one that agreed to allow that young fellow to join the program as a favor to the 

director of the CIA who is now retired, so let me tell you again, you will comply. This 

is not a request Sam.” 

Sam looked at the group this was going to be fun. 
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“Thanks for your help director I will mention that to the Chief of Staff at the next 

charity ball.” 

“Thanks Bob, keep me informed, Sam.” 

“Yes sir.” Sam was livered.  

“I will call you the first time he refuses to help, that I promise.” 

“Cristal I know Sam will help he is a team player. Sam a word before you leave 

please.” 

Derrick and the Ford’s walked from the office and the director looked at Sam. He 

decided to inform Sam about the Ford’s and their quest. 

“They are very powerful Sam and I have never trusted Derrick, so you play ball. This 

thing needs to go away Sam or you and I will be looking for new jobs. Believe me the 

Ford’s have very powerful connections. We also have the problem of Jack Long and 

he could cause the Government some embarrassment. I have this feeling Cristal 

knows that, so be careful but try and get some information or some dirt on her in 

regards to that subject.” 

“This is wrong sir, but I will help as best I can.” 

“This is not about right and wrong Sam this is about Cristal Ford and her quest to 

find a criminal. This is the only open case you have on your desk Sam, and like I 

said that Jack Long dropped that young fellow here. I helped with that so we need 

this to go away, now, before the next election or I will face the sack Sam and I am 

not ready to leave. Do it for me Sam you owe me that” 

“Sir this is about revenge and what if ...” 

“Sam a piece of advice just get this one done, like I said this is from the top and as 

you can see you are all alone on this one so make it work for your sake. I can’t 

protect you on this one. I know this is wrong but this is the hand you were dealt and 

now you have to play it. Forget the right and wrong thing they will justify their action 

with budgets and so on, do yourself a favor Sam help this woman and make this go 

away.” 

Sam collected the folder as he walked to the waiting car this was so wrong. He filed 

his report and now he had to relive this and what would he do if Cristal decided to 

have someone kill the last horseman? But by the same token this was still an open 

case and this guy was a monster. He took the oath that said: to protect and serve, 

and as an officer of the law you did not get to choose that was up to the justice 

system. Sam walked towards the limo soon they were at the hotel and in the 
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penthouse. Cristal waited for the moment they were alone and then she unloaded 

her rage. 

“You self-righteous prick how could you allow this to happen? You killed those 

innocent girls, you bastard. Their blood is on your hands Sam and don’t hide behind 

the America thing” 

Sam felt like hitting this woman “I never made that choice Cristal. If I could I would 

safe all the innocent people, but I can’t, however hard I try. Believe me I give it my 

best. But there is always a monster on the loose, that is why I have a job Cristal, I 

wish I could stop everyone monster from killing anybody.” 

Bob never intervened when Cristal was on the war path, her parents was from old 

money, so she ruled the roost, he felt sorry for Sam or anybody that crossed Cristal 

on this matter. 

“Look let’s order lunch and then we sit down and we start at the beginning and work 

from there.” 

“The courts have done that Bob.” Sam stood his ground. 

“Sam that was not a request that is what we will do today.” 

“Okay Bob we can do that, so where do we start.” 

“I want you to start right at the beginning, from the time you formed the task force 

and how that other guy got included, all the way through the case and then Derrick 

can tell us about the new cases.” 

“Cristal I have done that before.” Sam was like a cage fighter, fighting for his life. 

“Sam can you just play ball?” 

“Why are you here Derrick?” 

“I called Bob when this came across my desk and he asked me about Leon. I told 

him what I knew and while we were talking I told him what I knew. Then your name 

came up and here we stand; now let’s all play nice and then we can all go home.” 

“I just don’t see the need for going back to Leon Smit.” 

“But I do, so you tell me Sam or shall we call the director?” 

“No Cristal, but know this we will not break the law, are we clear on that.” 

“Yes we are so let’s order food and get started.” Bob looked at Cristal they had to 

learn more about Jack and his relationships. Especially the one he had with Bert and 

Frank and the diamonds they smuggled, if that was ever made public they could face 

jail time or lose their company. They use to deal with Ali and yes they both knew that 

these diamonds were blood diamonds. 
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Sam took his jacket off and loosened his tie and then he started. 

“I was called to a meeting and was told that the CIA needed a favor to help this 

agent by the name of Jack Long.” 

“The same Jack Long that is on the Interpol’s wanted list?” 

“Yes that Jack Long, but I believe he is dead, killed by the same gang that killed Bert 

and Frank.” 

“Back-up you two; let’s stay with the events of this case.” 

“Sorry Bob but agent Jack Long was the guy that asked for Leon to join the BAU to 

get some firsthand experience in the field. Sam had no choice in that matter it was all 

done through the directors and Jack is still wanted for murder. So that is why I asked 

the question, sorry Sam.” 

“Like I said Derrick, Jack is long gone, but let’s return to this case. The way I 

understood the whole favor was that Jack had a meeting with Bert and Frank and 

they made him promise to help them with a new recruit by the name of Leon Smit. 

He was on his final mission before he would join the CCB. Bert wanted Jack to get 

Leon a training spot in the Behavioral Analysis Unit and some field experience 

before he would use Leon in a new role he intended to create. Jack on the other 

hand knew that this was important for more than one reason and he would have to 

get the blessing and help from the director to make this happen and he did.” 

“How did he do that Sam?” 

“Bob he delivered this big report on the CCB and all the work he was doing and how 

that would help with the economy and his normal bullshit.” 

“Do you have that report?” 

“I do, courtesy of the director, it reads as follows: 

According to my experiences please find my field report, "Black African countries are 

now demanding in the General Assembly that the UN act to end the Republic 

mandate over South West Africa, and more actions that could lead to more political 

and economic sanctions. Enforcement of sanctions would be difficult and costly, 

particularly for the United States and the United Kingdom, but even with a naval 

blockade, sanctions would not seriously damage South Africa's economy. 

Then he continued with his own view, do you want that as well?” 

“Yes Sam we need a whole picture or let me rephrase only the highlights on his 

views but all the detail that will help us on this matter. After all background 

information is good to have.” 
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“Well he said that the vulnerability of the South African economy to sanctions is not 

great. The country has a strong agricultural sector and rich natural resources, and 

recent South African governments have encouraged the development of an industrial 

sector that is oriented to the use of domestic raw materials. Moreover, sanctions 

aimed at the Republic could have disastrous effects on other southern African 

nations such as the new countries of Botswana and Lesotho, and then his report 

continued. He ended the briefing with the following statement: I have started this 

process and have a number of key personal in place and in play, so we need to sit 

back and watch them fail or succeed when it suit our objectives.” 

“He was good.” 

“Yes Bob Jack was really good, he could convince anybody that this was the right 

thing to do and just like that Jack was promoted and left the shit hole in Africa he 

was stationed in his position where he could develop all his contacts from the 

comfort of the good old USA. He had freedom to develop his assets and play them 

the way we would benefit most. As Jack left the meeting it is said that it was decided 

to place the file under a pile of documents that would be misfiled like he always said 

and so on and so on, just the way the world operates the haves and the have-nots, 

greed and more greed drives the world as we know it. I have never seen this file this 

is all rumors, so yes he was that good at his job right up to the point he went missing 

and my theory on that is like I stated, he was killed by the same gang that killed his 

contacts. But Jack was no angle he would have had a motive and knowing Jack it 

was money” 

Cristal and Bob never said a word but they had heard about Jack through an old 

friend that was also in the diamond trade Sam was an intelligent agent or he was 

fishing. Cristal and Bob were veterans of many negotiations and would not give their 

information up that easy. Cristal and Bob knew Jack Long his friends Frank and Bert, 

not personally but through Ali, he was selling diamonds to Cristal that they were 

getting from Angola and he kept her informed, time to see what Sam and Derrick 

knew. 

“Okay so Jack was the one that got Leon in here, so let’s finish the Jack and friends 

story and then we could look at Leon.” 

“Bob they were all killed. I believe I have the press release here. Let me look, 

actually I have a few, Bert and Frank were masters of short and insignificant press 
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release right up to the point they were killed, I have a few press releases: The first 

one is about a crime they solved.” 

“You don’t sound that confident Sam. 

“I always had my doubts but let me read the press releases.” 

Cristal sat back and listened to Sam, he had no idea how Jack operated. That was 

good; as long as she could cover her involvement with the illegal diamond trade she 

was happy. This story about Bert and Frank was also bizarre. Ali informed her that 

they were on the hunt for a mole and yes they did lose some diamonds, but he 

recovered those diamonds, with was no gang of thugs Ali told her they were well 

trained soldiers. But for now she would play along and see where all of this leads. 

Sam continued. 

Swift action by police solved terrible crime 

 

After a lead by a member of the public the tactical unit responded to this address. 

Here they were met with some resistance and after a short gun battle three men 

were killed. Their names are still withheld as documents found on the scene linked 

them to an overseas gang. These documents that will be released contained 

information linking Peter Mokefi to an arms deal gone wrong. It is believed that Mr. 

Peter Mokefi was trying to buy weapons from the three suspects, believed to be IRA 

members. These weapons were intended for a military strike against the 

Government and this should be a clear message to everyone involved in these 

activities that this will be dealt with a swift and unforgiving manner as crimes against 

the State will not be tolerated. 

 

“The second one was also about a crime they solved but they never had any live 

witnesses.” 

“Sam they were just good policemen and they know how to deal with dargerous 

criminals.” 

Sam ignored Cristal and continued. 

Second safe house located 

 

On further investigation police uncovered that the money for the weapons was 

handled by our latest suspect, an accountant that was under investigation for money 

laundering and sexually assaulting females. When confronted by police he shot and 
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killed himself. A body of a young female was discovered in his bedroom, she was 

raped and murdered by the suspect, more evidence on the arms deal was 

uncovered and police will investigate all people of interests and all leads generated 

by the investigation. Again this should demonstrate to the public that the police are 

here to serve and protect all the people of the community. A statement will be issued 

at a later stage as this is still an ongoing investigation and the police is still following 

some leads. 

 

“The next one is in relation to Bert and Frank and their untimely death and no 

mention of Jack and his involvement.” Sam continued reading the statement 

Cristal looked at Bob and smiled they had no idea what happened out there and that 

was good news. Cristal and Bob had the full report; Ali provided them with all the 

information. 

Neighborhoods safe again 

 

After a long a painstaking police investigation it was today announced that pedophile 

Ken van Zyl was killed in a gun battle with police. Lead investigator Capt Marty 

Stander also revealed that there was a link between a drug bust and this case. The 

drug bust was executed by the tactical unit of the CCB and it was uncovered that 

there were a number of international leads. 

The involvement of the IRA cannot be ruled out, it is believed that they were involved 

in the funding of the drug operation and Ken van Zyl was involved in the operation 

and it would appear that he was helping by kidnapping young girls to sell into the sex 

trade. 

Sadly some of the senior members of the CCB were targeted by this criminal group; 

it is believed that they are part of an organized crime syndicate. The names and 

detail of deceased is being withheld until next of kin is informed. 

A tactical unit was also ambushed from Zimbabwe as the unit was closing on some 

of the members, it is believed that this group has ties with the IRA and is involved in 

all of these crimes. 

In conclusion it has been determined that Bert Richards and Frank Loots were 

murdered. This was a cowardly act that was well planned and executed by a terrorist 

cell. It was also concluded that Frank Loots sent police officers to protect the Naude 

family; they were ambushed and killed by an unknown drug lord. This will remain an 
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open investigation. Lara and Duncan Naude are presumed dead, the gang 

collaborated with the terrorist to force Len Naude to provide them with the location of 

Frank Loots and Bert Richards. The group was gunned downed in cold blood and 

they also killed Len Naude as he was of no further use. They then fled to one of our 

neighboring countries. The soldiers that pursued them were ambushed and killed in 

cold blood. We will remember all the fallen hero’s and will not rest until all the villains 

were brought to justice. We will use deadly force to do this and all countries that 

harbor terrorists will suffer our wrath.      

 

“All of this is bullshit, the same as Jack killing Marty and Maya, he was seeing her 

socially while she was here in the States.” Sam unknowingly gave up his advantage 

on this subject matter. 

“Are you serious Sam?” 

“On both counts Derrick, I believe that Jack was involved in smuggling diamonds that 

he was killed by the same gang that killed Bert and Frank, but Jack killing Maya, no I 

never bought that, not after all interviews and reports I did with Jack. I believed he 

was filled with rage and revenge but he played it cool and lied to us at every 

opportunity. But because of his extensive knowledge as to our involvement in the 

diamond wars in Africa he was given a free pass, but would he kill Maya in cold 

blood? The answer is no.” 

“So you believe he died in Africa.” 

“Yes I do, but we will never close the case as that would trigger an investigation but 

with Jack on the run we can seal all the reports and records for years and then lose 

them. By the time anybody requested the files we will all be six feet under.” 

“What about Marty Stander?” 

“I believe Marty was closing in on Jack and the gang he was in the wrong place at 

the wrong time. The same as the young policemen that died, his name was Deon he 

was part of a diamond deal that went wrong, but the arrow was a giveaway, so we 

know that Jimmy was involved.” 

“We need that information and some on Maya.” 

Cristal joined the conversation; she was determined to get all the information on 

Leon Smit. Sam did mention Jack and diamonds, so it was time to move the 

conversation along no need to discuss the diamond trade and Maya, Marty and the 
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rest that could just lead one of these agents closer to her dealings with Ali and from 

there it is a hop skip and a jump and she would lose all her leverage.  

“So that brings us to Leon Smit. That was enough background we get the picture.” 

“Yes Leon Smit, he was an ex-special forces soldier that was shipped here as 

requested by Bert.” 

“Was he a good soldier?” 

“I believe so Cristal.” 

“Tell me about him and how he ended on your team.” 

“Like Derrick said I had no choice, but when he first arrived he was distant and would 

act on instinct. He never passed on the opportunity to interrogate a subject, but his 

techniques were crude and bordered on torture.” 

“But he got results?” Cristal smiled this was her guy. 

“Yes he did Cristal, but we could never use those confessions, like Sam said he was 

ruff.” 

“But he got results.” 

“I remembered the first time he was ask to help on a different case by Sam, he 

refused at first and told Sam that he would report him. He agreed to speak to this 

drug dealer, that was accused of running a dog fighting ring and that he had 

kidnapped a child that blew the whistle on his operation. So he had the old man, or 

main suspect placed in the same room as his two sons, turned the camera off, then 

he left and returned with three bags. He placed the bags over their heads and then 

he left again. Soon he returned with a phone book and he used that to beat the shit 

out of the old guy, to the point he nearly died. His son convinced Leon that they 

would call and that the kid would be released. Leon handed him a phone and it 

happened, next Leon told them that the dog fights would stop and that they would 

provide a list of all the venues, they did, because their dad was drowning in his own 

blood. In the end they all walked but they were arrested on a number of other 

charges and Leon was never called as a witness. Poor Sam on the other hand filled 

in a number of reports and Leon was back with us the same day.” 

“So he got results.” Cristal was like a broken record. 

“We don’t work that way Cristal.” 

“How do you work Sam?” 

“When we interrogate or question a suspect or interview a person of interest the 

same as the police and military we do it with the goal of extracting a confession or 
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obtaining information. Subjects of interrogation are often the suspects, victims, or 

witnesses of a crime. Interrogation may involve a diverse array of techniques but 

beating a conversion from a suspect is just not the way you can never use that in a 

court of law.” 

“So you never torture any person?” 

“No I don’t believe in it.” 

“What do you believe in Sam?” Cristal was now playing with Sam. 

“Cristal we normally use one or all of the techniques we know such as suggestibility 

now that would depend on the person's suggestibility and how willing that person 

would be to accept and act on suggestions by others. Interrogators will seek to 

increase a subject's suggestibility. Methods they might use to increase suggestibility 

may include moderate sleep deprivation.” 

“Does that always work?” 

“No but that is why we could use deception and that can be an important part of 

effective interrogation. In the United States, there is no law or regulation that forbids 

the interrogator from lying, from making misleading statements or from implying that 

the interviewee has already been implicated in the crime by someone else. But with 

our training we normally use The Reid technique as our trademarked interrogation 

technique. This technique requires interrogators to watch the body language of 

suspects to detect deceit and I am really good and I know this works.I would never 

beat a suspect.” 

“Still Leon got the confession and his interrogations involved torture according to 

you”  

“That may be true but when torture is employed in interrogation, the first thing the 

interrogator typically will need to do is speculate on the type of information he would 

like to extract from the subject. That will assists the interrogator in creating a 

benchmark that the subject must meet in order to end the painful or uncomfortable 

conditions that occur in torture. But the process of using torture to extract this 

targeted information may have three possible outcomes. The first is that the subject 

knows nothing and provides made-up information or a false confession in order for 

the torture to stop. The second is that the subject has the information that the 

interrogator seeks but is able to divert the interrogators attention with false 

information. The third is that the subject capitulates under torture and offers the 
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interrogator truthful information the trick is to workout which is which and that is not 

that easy.” 

“Still Leon could do that.” Cristal smiled. 

“Cristal that may be the case or he was just lucky but he was never going to be a cop 

he had really good perceptions and he did contribute to the case.” 

“Tell me about his involvement right up to that night, Sam and Derrick you should 

feel free to contribute.” 

“Maybe Sam should start, or no I will start as Leon first had to pass the shooting and 

self-defense course. Look he was good at both. His training in the Special Forces 

was of high quality and he could handle himself. He could use his Glock in all 

situations and he always had time to place a double tap in the targets, plus he was 

an excellent marksman with his Galil rifle or any rifle for that matter. He would never 

hesitate to be first through the door in any situation, he was fearless. His close 

combat skills were just as impressive, so overall we pass him with flying colors.” 

Sam continued “By the time he arrived we were helping the local task force but due 

to the subjects crossing stateliness it became our investigation. Leon was included 

as part of the tactical team, he was the one that concluded that one of the horsemen 

had a handicap, one of his legs were shorter than the other one and most likely it 

was due to an accident more likely a combat injury, and as it turned out, that was 

correct. One of the men was an ex Marine.” 

“How did he see that and everyone missed it?” 

“That was his best talent, he could track people and read signs like the old Indian 

trackers and then stop and tell you that we were being watched and he was always 

right about that and then Sam made the connection that one of the members was a 

journo and that was how they were keeping one step in front of us, but that was also 

their downfall.” 

“Tell me about his relationship with one of the taskforce members, I believe her 

name was Lucy Duran.” 

“That was never placed in any report, Derrick?” Sam looked at Derrick. 

“Don’t look at me Sam I never told Cristal about that.” 

“No you didn’t but still I had the means to learn about that. It is amazing what 

hanger-on’s will tell you just to be part of your circle but don’t stop tell me or should I 

tell you what I know about the two?” 
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“As far as I could tell they were good friends and Lucy had a soft spot for Leon but 

that was that.” 

“No Sam let me tell you, you are not a good liar. I was told that Leon and Lucy were 

more than friends. In fact he spends many nights at her house. They were lovers and 

you knew about it and Leon blamed you for her death. Let’s get back to the two love 

birds.” 

“Look Cristal they were two consenting adults and I made a decision to report Lucy 

after we completed our task and yes Leon did spend nights at her house she always 

said that it was in the spare room and I left it at that, my focus was on solving the 

case.” 

“But Lucy told one of her colleges that she was thinking of moving with Leon back to 

Africa, did you know that Sam?” 

“No and if that was her choice I would not reported her if she decided that. She was 

a good agent Cristal and we should leave it like that.” 

“That is fine by me Sam but please don’t play me for a fool I am too well informed for 

that.” Cristal smiled. 

“Why do you have all these questions about Leon, Cristal?” 

“Sam I would like to find him.” 

“Why, or hold on you are going after these guys, that was never the deal.” 

“His name is Jimmy Harris but you knew that, Sam.” 

“Yes I know that, so this is like a briefing?” 

“Yes and you will help Sam, but let’s continue. Tell me more about the relationship.” 

“Why, they were happy, did they have sex, I would think so.” 

“Stop there, tell me about Lucy.” Cristal switched mid stream, keeping Sam on his 

toes. 

“Why, she was an agent and yes she was involved with Leon.” 

“Here is a question, do you belief or is it possible that Leon or Lucy were leaking 

information?” 

“No on both counts and I will say that long before Sam answers. They were young, 

Leon was a real rough diamond and Lucy was a tough cookie and they just clicked 

that is it but they were team players.” 

“Why did they click Derrick?” 

“I think and this is my opinion, Lucy was this tough cookie on the outside and that 

was to protect her from the advances from all the guys but on the inside she was just 
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a normal woman. Leon was the same, look they could hold their own in a fight but 

still on the inside they just two normal people. In the end that was why they became 

lovers.” 

“I agree with Derrick, Lucy came to our unit as a rookie but it was clear from the start 

that she would succeed. She would spend hours in the gym but the one thing she 

struggled with was her shooting scores and then Leon arrived. He was an excellent 

marksman and he helped her after hours and never pushed his luck with her 

sexually. Soon Lucy improved her scores and was back on the team, but by then 

they were also friends it was about the time I send Leon to help with the missing boy, 

so they felt that it was the two of them against the top brass and that made their 

bond so much stronger.” 

“So in summary Leon’s typical girl would be someone that is good looking, smart and 

independent but still in need of his skills be that with a gun or any other skill he has? 

What do you think Sam?” 

“I believe that it is a bit more complicated than that Cristal but in broad strokes yes 

that is correct. However he would not jump into a relationship soon, he loved Lucy 

and because of his loyalty he would honor her memory but yes Leon enjoys a 

challenge. He is also a mister fix-it.” 

“Did either of you keep in contact with Leon or do you know of someone that did?” 

Cristal had the answer, she was just testing the water. 

“No Cristal, we parted company on bad terms as you would know.” 

“And you Derrick?” 

“I did ask him to support me in my case with Sam but whatever deal they made he 

declined. He just left after the funeral for Lucy and then he dropped of the earth. I 

know Sam tried to keep tabs on him.” 

“That is strike two, you are now almost done and let me tell you Sam I will make sure 

that your unit is transformed and most of them will be transferred and they will know 

it is because of you, so carry on.” 

“Cristal you leave my staff out of this, they are good people and they don’t deserve 

this, this is between us.” 

“No Sam, this is way bigger than us, I mean you know that I made the Forbs Rich list 

I know I was number twenty but still I made the list. With that kind of money and an 

election coming-up the parties are looking for contributions well people like you 
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become insignificant and I will make sure your staff pay for your indiscretions, so 

from here on in let’s not bullshit one another.” 

“Okay but leave my staff out of this.” 

“You will decides that Sam, but back to Leon.” Cristal was relentless. 

“Yes I did as Derrick pointed out, I was of the opinion Leon would hunt Jimmy. He 

returned to Africa and then he disappeared and he has been off the grid ever since. I 

believe he will stay there unless he decides that he wants to be found or if he locates 

Jimmy and can’t get to him.” 

“But you did track him?” 

“Yes I contacted the CCB but by then Bret was killed and Jack was gone and so was 

Maya and Leon had resigned, one night he disappeared and a week later he 

reappeared and then he disappeared forever. His passport has never been used he 

has no address, no tax return he is a ghost.” 

“What is your theory Sam?” 

“I believe Leon is alive and well, but he has moved on, however he would still be 

looking for Jimmy in his own way. By now he would have his own profile and once he 

locates him he will kill him.” 

“What are your thoughts Derrick?” 

“I agree with Sam, Cristal, but like I said the last time I saw Leon Smit was the day of 

the funeral. I do know that the guys were disappointed he didn’t join us for a drink, 

and that he just left without saying goodbye.” 

“Derrick before we get to the old case why don’t you tell us about your five girls, just 

to make sure we have the same ring leader.” Bob wanted Sam to know that they are 

well informed. 

“Sure Bob, well we all know that they target girls that are single or in a relationship 

that didn’t matter. The girls were aged between twenty and twenty five as always, the 

hair color alternate between blond and brunet. They keep the girls until they have all 

five and then they abuse them for five days and kill them all in five hours with five 

arrows each. For those that find themselves in a relationship, well they kill the 

boyfriends quickly and silently, usually a single shot through the heart. We know that 

they stabbed one victim and the theory was that he knew one of the members of the 

group. Well that is my opinion.” 

“Hold-on who was that, Derrick or should I ask is this the new cases?” 
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“No Bob that was in the second group, in the latest group the same MO was used, 

they killed the three guys within an hour and abducted the girls. The single girls were 

taken two days earlier, both late at night after they returned from a night out. Then as 

before they kept the girls for five days and then killed them within five hours and one 

of the facts never released to the media or public was the chest piece inserted neatly 

inside the mouth of the victims. That would not take time or skill but it is a message 

and that was never done by any other member of the horsemen, it was always done 

by Jimmy and guest what ….” 

“He is doing it again, so he has recruited four new followers and now it will start 

again, only this time it is in Africa.” 

“I have news for you Sam, a year before he arrived here in the United States of 

America he practiced in Namibia. The problem with the third world is that they don’t 

have the skills to catch men like Jimmy. If you pay the coroner enough he will 

change the course of death and you could have the bodies send here to our labs for 

the autopsy, just to make sure.” 

“And you have done all of this already Derrick?” 

“Yes Bob the bodies is in the lab and we should have the results shortly but I am 

sure about this, he is whipping his new crew into shape for another hunting 

expedition here in the USA.” 

“Derrick are you sure? You are telling me now that Jimmy has done this before?” 

“Yes Sam, I found that information by accident.” 

“Tell me about the accident Derrick.” 

“I received some notes in the mail, hell I was going to tell you a long story but it turns 

out that Cristal was sent the information. She needed my help to try and get the 

information from where it was send.” 

“So that is the reason for all the interest in Leon, because you all know that he send 

that information. You would like him to tell you what he knows and how much is the 

offer Cristal?” 

“The offer is five million dead or alive delivered here in America or anywhere in the 

world.” Cristal didn’t blink. 

“Tell me Derrick are you part of this?” 

“Sorry old chap but yes, that is a lot of money and all expenses are paid. Sam, yes I 

am in, but we need your lab and your skills and it would be greatly appreciated if you 

would join us on this mission.” 
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“So you received this information from Leon, or so you think.” 

“Yes Sam but we have not confirmed from where it was sent.” 

“He left only breadcrumbs and you followed it, so how can you be that sure about the 

first five girls?” 

“Here is the report Sam as you can see from the photo’s the wounds were all from 

arrows. They are not that accurate as the ones we saw here, but they killed the 

victims and then Jimmy inserted the chest piece. From the sexual assault kit it was 

apparent that they were raped over and over and as we have seen they were always 

tied-up and could not fight back. Once they release the girls they start the hunt and 

normally kill the first one at the release sight. Then they hunted them down one by 

one, and as always once they shot a target they move to the next one, as you can 

see from the report on the footprints. The report was a forensic autopsy and the 

cause of death was a criminal matter the medical examiners didn’t need to look for 

signs of death or the murder method. He could see that it was caused by crossbow 

arrows and they had some serious arrow heads. You can purchase these arrows 

from the shelf to hunt wild animals. It was their first hunt Sam.” 

“How did we miss that Derrick?” 

“I don’t know Sam but like you said Leon would look for Jimmy and he has this ability 

we know that.” 

“Did he ask for anything Cristal?” Sam was now interested. 

“He did Sam, he said use your money and try and track this monster this is where he 

started and that is it. The document were delivered to a friend I have or I should say 

a private investigator back in South Africa like you have said he is a ghost a smart 

ghost but a ghost.” 

“Jimmy has a new crew, and you have kept it quite?” 

“We were getting to this part Sam; we know Leon is still working this case. Jimmy 

has recruited a new crew but Leon will also know that Jimmy is about to return here 

to America Sam and he is back in Africa, so he will let it slide unless we find him and 

invite him here.” 

“There is a better option Derrick. We use your positions and we get a team into 

South Africa and we put Jimmy’s face on TV. That way Leon might just resurface 

and then he could help us catch Jimmy.” 

“Before we do that I would like to know what happened out there on that night and 

how did you track them to that location?” 
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“Like I said Sam studied the journals and from the information determines that one of 

these animals was a wannabe journo. We enlisted the help of a local paper and left a 

message for a person who could help with deciphering a journal and this guy took 

the bait. So we set a sting operation in the park then we waited for them to take the 

bait one of them made a drop in the park where Leon and Lucy played the role of a 

couple enjoying the park and one another. They identified the guy when he collected 

the journal and then that information was relayed to the helicopter and we followed 

him to this wooded area and as we arrived we were told that it contained an old 

abandoned mine. Soon we had people scrambling to trap them. Leon was part of the 

team that covered the wood and I led a team into the mine shaft. Here we realized 

that these guys were not going quietly.” 

“So you went after them?” 

“No they had booby trapped the entrance and we were still in the opening when we 

received a volley of arrows it was an ambush. They used the bows as counter-sniper 

weapons. They are not only a silent killer, they also have a psychological effect as 

you don’t hear the shot but you feel and see the effect. The device is of particular 

use in tactical situations where noise discipline is important. They focused on one 

team member and he died, pierced by five arrows and they were gone. We did open 

fire but they were gone.” 

“That is terrible Derrick what then?” 

“We retreated and Sam ordered us to hold our position.” 

“Why did you do that Sam?” 

“Cristal at the time that was the rights decision we could not risk more men but 

Derrick and his men did return fire, however as we would later discover they had a 

second tunnel. They were counting on the counter fire, and soon they were in the 

woods little did we know that Leon and two officers were still moving forward and 

soon they would encounter the horsemen.” 

 

Cristal had a bit of a think; it would appear that she could control these guys now she 

had to find Leon. She might even go looking for her lost diamonds that is a big if. Her 

first task was finding Jimmy Harris. 
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-2- 

Four years earlier 

 

 

Jimmy Harris was an ex marine and after he was discharge from 

the army he made his way to Namibia to make his fortune as a 

diamond diver. Here he met Heinz a German and soon they 

were discussing their sick fantasies, but before they could start 

they were dismissed from the dive company. By then they had 

enough money and had stolen enough diamonds to fund this 

obsession. 

They were not the only staff that that lost their jobs, two Americans had to leave due 

to visa complications; they were the brothers Tim and Troy. Troy was always looking 

for a fight and his love for hurting people was well known, however on that day Troy 

made a mistake he picked a fight with Jimmy and that was a mistake. Jimmy could 

control his aggression but he could handle himself in a fight. Troy pushed Jimmy and 

then he threw a left hook that landed in Jimmy’s face it broke his nose. Jimmy licked 

the blood and then he circled Troy like a cat waiting for an opening. As Troy 

launched his next attack Jimmy was ready he blocked the next punch and as he did 

that he pulled Troy off balance then Jimmy head butted him. Next Jimmy pulled him 

closer and landed a brutal right hook, as Troy reeled from the punch Jimmy landed a 

straight left followed by a sweep to the legs and Troy fell on the ground. That was the 

end Jimmy kicked Troy a number of times in the face and groin, by now he was 

helpless. Then Tim tried to rush forward but Heinz stopped him as he tripped him 

and then placed his right foot on his throat.  

“No son he was looking for this and Jimmy won’t kill him, but he will never challenge 

Jimmy again.” 

Jimmy pulled a knife from his pocket and as he pushed Troy to the ground he smiled 

as he placed the knife on his throat. “I will kill you, know that, but not today, well 

maybe, would you two like to join me and my friend over there?” 

Troy submitted “Yes we will.” 

“Good I like you and we could use a man that enjoys blood, so are you in?” 

Troy smiled and Jimmy knew he had the perfect guy, this mongrel would kill and he 

would enjoy it and now he knew who was boss. Jimmy released Troy and as he 
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stepped back he looked at the two brothers. “I am the captain and if you ever 

challenge me I will kill you both.” 

Troy sat up “Ai captain we understand.” 

The four men laughed and made their way to where Jimmy and Heinz were staying 

and as they washed and cleaned themselves they cracked a bottle of Klipdrift brandy 

soon they were talking business. “Have you ever killed a person Troy?” 

“No Jimmy.” Troy liked the sound of that question. 

“I have and let me tell you that is a great feeling. That is the ultimate feeling of 

power, but I want more.” 

“I am in, so what is the plan. Will we use guns?” 

“No guns Troy, I was thinking old school. A bow and arrow but I was also thinking 

why just kill someone, if we could have some fun before we kill them that way we get 

a bigger return on our efforts.” 

“From that I am thinking that this could include pussy?” 

“Yes Troy you are right, but to make sure we do it right we need to practice. We will 

become expert marksmen and then we will have a practice run here before we return 

to America and as you know, there we will find all those up-tight bitches that look at 

you as if you are scum. They will be the ultimate price and we will show them who is 

really in charge.” 

“I like that, are you listening Tim?” Troy looked at his brother “Yes Troy.” 

“Are up to the task boy?” Troy still glared at Tim “Yes Troy.” 

“You better be ready boy or I will whip you.” Troy was still staring at Tim “Yes Troy.” 

Jimmy looked at Heinz “We will need to buy those crossbows.” 

“Indeed Jimmy.” Heinz raised his glass and smiled. 

“Okay boys now we need to discuss the rules.” 

“Sure Jimmy.” 

“We will look for our targets and once we have identified all of them, then we will 

proceed to capture our prices. If they have boyfriends well, Troy we will kill them, but 

no one will touch any girl until we have all of them. Then we will use them over and 

over until it is time to hunt them. So boys now that you know how this will happen 

you have to know that no one will leave this brotherhood alive, we are in this until 

death do part us! Blood in blood out.” 

As the group had more drinks they started talking about girls and it was clear that 

they would hunt blonds and brunettes. 
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The next day the group made their way to Windhoek this was the place to buy cross 

bows to use in the hunting of animals, well that was their story. On that misty day 

Doug was walking down the street he was out of luck and out of story ideas and he 

just caught his girlfriend in bed with another man, he was shattered by this. As he 

walked down the street he bumped into Troy. “Hey man watch where you going.” 

Doug looked at him “Or what, will you kill me, well that would be great, I just caught 

my girlfriend in bed with another man, so go ahead.” 

Before Troy could act Jimmy stepped in “Did you kick his ass?” 

“No I left before I killed them both.” 

“Why they would both deserve to die.” 

“I know, but I am here on a student visa and well, I sort of know that that guy would 

more than likely kick my ass.” 

“What do you do for a living boy?” 

“I am a freelance journalist.” 

“So you could write stories and so on?” 

“Yes I can, but I would also like to even the score.” 

Jimmy smiled this guy would tell his story, the great hunter of men. He was part of 

this crew he just didn’t know it yet. Plus he was smooth and soft, he would get them 

into the houses, he was perfect. 

“Well boy your luck has just changed you will document the biggest story in history. 

One that would be on all the front pages, plus you will be part of this story. Tell me 

do you have a photo of your ex?” 

“Yes, in my wallet.” Doug handed him the photo. 

Jimmy looked at the photo, she was nice, plus she was a blond. She was number 

one. He smiled as he placed the photo in his pocket and waived Doug with them as 

they headed to the gun shop. Once inside Jimmy and Heinz picked the five 

crossbows and they added an array of arrows and arrow heads called broadhead’s. 

Since neither Doug nor Tim ever owned a gun or crossbow it took them a while to 

get it all just right but after awhile it fitted them like a glove. Soon it became part of 

them with the scope in the right spot it was so easy to see the target. The trigger is in 

the right place and the whole package seems to be balanced correctly they could 

use it with deadly effect. It was the raw performance that stood out. Their crossbows 

came with a rugged, light weight magnesium riser, pistol type grip, machined trigger 

pull, adjustable stock and cheek piece for a more comfortable, custom shooting 
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experience. The crossbow kit also came with quick detach quiver and four 22 inch 

arrows. The multiplex crossbow scopes are for precise trajectory. The adjustable 

multiplex crosshair system allows you to adjust crosshair spacing for precisely 10 

yard increments to match the exact trajectory of your crossbow. Crossbow hunting 

arrows are made from the highest quality materials to exact specifications to ensure 

the best possible accuracy. 

Selecting the right broadhead for your hunting crossbow can be a tricky issue. Jimmy 

picked two tried and tested broadhead solutions with their crossbows. The Boltcutter 

fixed-blade this broadhead has been tested and proven to be the most accurate 

hunting broadhead on the market. But the X-Act mechanical broadhead maintains 

maximum velocity and outstanding accuracy. 

The cut broadhead is designed for the hunter who wants maximum velocity from 

their crossbow but refuses to accept less than outstanding accuracy. The X-ACT 

broadhead’s Clip Loc blade control system holds blades securely during a 

crossbow’s explosive acceleration eliminating the need for "O" rings or rubber bands 

but deploys the blades reliably on impact.  

With all this equipment the five Horsemen now had the weapons they needed they 

were all lightning fast, deadly accurate and one hundred percent reliability. 

They practiced every day on a property owned by Heinz and once they mastered the 

art of shooting they knew it was time for live targets. They started by hunting for 

food, this meant they had to master the art of stalking and then they had to shoot 

and kill the animal. The rule was that one would hunt and if you missed you didn’t 

eat, that motivated all of them Doug was constantly reminded how his ex humiliated 

him and soon he hated her and wanted to inflict as much pain as possible. By now 

Jimmy and Heinz were so excited about the idea of hunting females that they would 

pleasure themselves daily just thinking about the whole experience. 

Jimmy also ensured that Doug kept a diary of all the training and the equipment he 

also included a list of the plans and the rules. He scouted the area that they would 

use for the hunt. He practiced daily how to insert the chest pieces deep in the mouth, 

by now the team was ready but more importantly under his spell and his control. It 

was time for the Horsemen to ride out and hunt their prey, Jimmy remembered the 

picture he took form Doug now she would be on the board she would be number one 

on their list. 
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They made their way to her house and waited to document her movements. Soon 

they had her daily schedule and they completed the picture with all the movements 

of her new boyfriend. Jimmy decided that they would take them inside the house. 

While Jimmy and Doug documented the attractive blonds movements the rest of the 

crew located more victims and report back to Jimmy. Then he and Doug would 

survey the area and photograph the unsuspecting girl and document her 

movements. Soon they had three young brunets and an older blond female all their 

movements and friends, documented. With that information Jimmy and the rest of 

the crew started to plan the attack. 

The group studied all the victims and their schedules, homes and their lifestyle. So 

they knew that Thursday would be a good night to strike and take them all in a single 

night this was the thrill. Doug looked at the plan and made an observation. “We 

should consider a taser or stun gun that way we could take all the girls very easy and 

very quietly.” 

“Good idea Doug, that way they will be immobilized and we could move them with 

little effort.”  

“Yes Jimmy and we will not attract unwanted attraction.” 

“We will get one in the morning and we will be in business.” 

“That may lead people to us Jimmy!” 

“No Troy by the time we let them go that little holes will be fine and nobody will notice 

it we will be fine.” 

The next morning Jimmy send Tim to buy the taser and they were in business they 

check their weapons. They decided that they would take two bows and they would 

be in the hands of Heinz and Tim. Jimmy and Troy would each have a knife and they 

had the best. They were always of the opinion that while they may never find 

themselves stranded in a remote jungle; they would still take advantage of the 

benefits a survival knife. The survival knife offered so much and had the added 

advantage of a close and personal kill. They had the same knives trusted by the U.S. 

military to give them an advantage when hunting or camping or in this case killing a 

human being. These tactical knifes could cut branches and split tender with the 

serrated edge for starting fires. Gut fish or skin animals with the straight blade of this 

survival knife the Covenant Covert Black Blade Survival Knife. 

This Covert Survival Knife has a stainless-steel blade and a rugged handle that is 

designed for extra grip. The versatile design features a double serration on the blade 
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and sheath that straps to belt. Features include a knife that was twelve inches in 

length with a seven inch blade that was double serrated and the best part was their 

ability to use it. 

It was a cool dark night, with a slight breeze; the night was as dark as the hearts of 

the occupants from the minivan. Jimmy and Tim timed the drive by leaving at the 

exact time they would tonight to arrive on time. They practiced this by driving the 

route and stopping down the road from their intended victims and then waiting for a 

set time before they moved to the next address then they returned home. When they 

arrived back home it was morning and the rest of the crew were busy with their 

normal duties. Jimmy was satisfied that they would be able to do this in one night. 

They had moved to a new location a week ago it was a nice property and the owner 

was a loner but he had a nice big house on his property. His children had all moved 

away and he enjoyed the quite life on the property working in his greenhouse with 

his favorite roses, but now he was dead and his body was in a shallow grave next to 

the greenhouse. The rooms in the house were transformed into one big holding pen 

for the new guests and five bedrooms for the boys.   

They waited for their friend, darkness and then they set off on their first quest this 

would set the tone for the future. Jimmy ensured that Doug had documented the 

whole adventure. They had a panel minivan, duct tape and cable ties, everything 

they needed. Then there was the photos and layouts of their intended victims, soon 

they were at the first address, time for a briefing. 

Jimmy looked at the group “Right we know this one likes to get laid but tonight she 

would be alone, resting for her big night out. Doug you me and Troy will walk to the 

front door, Troy you unscrew the light bulb and Doug you ring the door bell. She will 

open the door and I will zap her with the taser. If anybody else opens the door you 

duck and Heinz and Tim will do the rest. Troy you will then bag and tag her for 

transportation.” 

As Jimmy looked at his group he knew they were all ready and waiting to start their 

quest. The three moved to the front door, of Mary Moore in a single file. Mary Moore 

was a happy young girl with a bit of a reputation. She enjoyed the lifestyle and she 

loved the young men and they liked her, more correctly they liked what she had to 

offer. At the door Troy had the light bulb unscrewed in no time as Doug rang the door 

bell. Announcing himself as the night watchman and that her car was damaged in an 

accident as Mary cursed inside the house she opened the door as Doug moved back 
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to the edge of the steps Mary was still tying her robe as she opened the door, then it 

was all action as Jimmy moved in and with a well placed shot he rendered her 

helpless as he send a massive load of electricity through her body. The taser’s 

primarily function is creating neuromuscular incapacitation. Meaning it interrupts the 

ability of the brain to control the muscles in the body. This creates an immediate and 

unavoidable incapacitation that is not based on pain and cannot be overcome. This 

provided Troy with the opportunity to complete their first capture, he was as quick as 

a striking viper and in no time he had her mouth covered and hands tied and then 

Jimmy and Troy simply walked Mary to the waiting minivan as Doug closed the door 

and screwed the light bulb back in the socket and closed the gate behind him. Mary 

was in the minivan without anybody noticing her disappearance. Mary became the 

first victim of the horsemen. Then it was on to the second target. 

Jimmy again did the briefing. “Okay we know that this one will be in bed by now so 

this time Troy and I will enter through the back door Heinz you keep a look out, you 

two stay in the minivan we should be in and out no problem at all. Let’s go, do you 

have all the equipment, Troy?” 

“Yes Jimmy I am ready.” Troy was like a little kid in a candy store. 

Soon Troy had the door open he had a natural knack for opening locks and then they 

were inside and started walking down the hallway to the bedroom. Both men were on 

edge as they approached the closed door. Troy had his knife in his hand and Jimmy 

had the taser all ready, Troy opened the door, her body was alone in her bed and 

before Linda Bingham, moved Jimmy immobilized her with the taser. Troy covered 

her mouth and had the cable ties on her arms and legs and warped her in a sheet 

and they were moving to the next victim. Linda Bingham enjoyed her beauty sleep, 

she was completing her practical component of her studies and for the first time she 

enjoyed the freedom and company of young men. Back home her parents would 

never allow her this much freedom, so Linda enjoyed the weekends and the night 

life. It also provided her with the opportunity to experiment and fulfill her sexual 

fantasies. 

Jimmy took the next file and smiled as he looked at the group. “Well guys this will get 

more difficult as the night progress.” 

Troy was panting he was looking forward to each abduction the excitement was now 

overwhelming. “I am ready Jimmy.” 
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“I know Troy and you will be with me, Heinz you will come with us and kill her little 

puppy.” 

“With pleasure Jimmy. With pleasure.” 

“Now we know she has a Rottweiler and I have asked Tim to tell us about the dog, 

so Tim, tell us.”  

When Jimmy gave Tim this task he was so excited and he was not about to 

disappoint Jimmy. Jimmy realised that Tim was a pleaser and this was his way of 

making sure Tim felt part of the group. Tim went over the top with his briefing 

“Thanks Jimmy, okay guys we know that a Rottweiler is a self-confident dog and 

responds quietly and with a wait-and-see attitude to influences in its environment. It 

has an inherent desire to protect home and family, and is an intelligent dog of 

extreme hardness and adaptability with a strong willingness to work. Making them 

especially suited as a companion, guardian and general all purpose dog.” 

“Is there anything else Tim?” 

“Yes Jimmy the exceptional strength of the Rottweiler is an additional risk factor not 

to be neglected, so Heinz you should be careful.” 

“I will be Tim believe me.” 

“Just to let you know that the Rottweiler was listed as the second most likely breed of 

dog named in fatal human attacks, following Pit Bulls in bites or bite attempts 

towards owners and other dogs, indicating they tend to be more aggressive than the 

average dog towards strangers. This aggression appears unrelated to the fear of the 

dog, but is correlated with watchdog and territorial instincts.” 

“Thanks Tim, Heinz you kill this puppy and then Troy and I will enter the house and 

follow the same procedure as before, any questions.” 

Jimmy looked at the group they were all excited and they followed his instructions to 

the letter. 

Heinz made his way to the gate followed by Troy and Jimmy, as soon as the dog 

came closer to investigate the movement at the gate; he died as the arrow from the 

Excalibur Crossbow sliced through his heart the X-Act mechanical broadhead 

maintains maximum velocity and outstanding accuracy, it killed the dog instantly and 

quietly. Troy and Jimmy moved to the back door and soon they were in her room and 

overwhelming her with no resistance and as they loaded her in the minivan Doug 

smiled. 
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“You know Jimmy we should try and find a bigger minivan it is getting crowded in the 

back.” 

Chris Ford was the first blond, she was a petite girl with a warm smile, she moved 

out on her own after she turned 18 and never returned home. That was all behind 

her, now she decided who touched her body and if they spend the night. She was in 

control of her life. Chris had a few guys no one special and she only allowed two of 

them to spend the night, when she needed it.  

“You are a funny guy Doug, just keep them quite.” 

“Sure Jimmy, I am just worried that I might give them too much and they never wake-

up, I am not a doctor.” 

“You will do fine Doug, this is the older chick and we know she could have company, 

so we will have protection on this one, Troy you will provide that and Tim you assist 

with the girl. Once I have rendered her helpless you tape her mouth and bind the 

hands and feet, are we good to go?” 

The crew shook their heads in agreement. 

Troy opened the door and then led the way to the bedroom. He paused as Jimmy 

opened the door and Troy moved inside and he couldn’t believe his luck. The 

overnight guest sat up, providing Troy with a clear shot, the Boltcutter tore into his 

flesh as the arrow impaled him in the headboard, Jimmy tasered the girl, rendering 

her helpless, Troy loved the sight of the blood flowing from his chest onto the white 

sheet. 

“That broke his heart Jimmy.” Troy laughed. 

“You are a sick puppy Troy” 

“Still, now I know why relationships can be heartbreaking.” 

Tim was franticly working on the girl covering her mouth and placing the cable ties 

on her arms and legs. 

“Do you want me to dress her Jimmy?” 

“No need for that Tim, just cover her with a sheet.” 

“What the hell is wrong with you Tim, they deserve this.” 

“Troy let him be, it is good to have compassion. Let him be just take some clothes 

Tim she will need that.” 

“I was just saying Jimmy.” 

“I know Troy, but we are all different let’s move.” 
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Ruby White, well more precisely her guest would spark a bigger investigation as the 

police realized that they had more than a murder as more reports came in and more 

bodies were discovered. Ruby was older than the other girls but Tim liked her, so 

Jimmy agreed, she was as rough as they come. She would have a few drinks at the 

local pub and then leave with one of the younger guys and screw him, not the other 

way around, she was always in control and she liked that. She enjoyed teaching the 

younger guy’s a few tricks. 

They had her in the minivan and Doug was right it was getting crowed in the back 

with four girls so Doug was now sitting on top of them. 

Troy looked at Doug “I bet you that you have never seen that many tits so close to 

you, hey Doug.” 

Jimmy knew that he had keep Troy focused or he could get out of control “Listen 

Troy you need to tone it down and focus on the next one okay.” 

“I was just having some fun Jimmy.” 

“It has been a long night and we need to move or someone might see us plus it is 

getting light, maybe we should leave this one.” 

“I will be fine Jimmy, let’s do it.” 

Jimmy smiled as he nodded his head that should calm things down. 

They stopped at the house and Jimmy looked at the boys. “This one will be very 

personal Doug, so are you up to the challenge?” 

“Yes Jimmy I am.” Doug has waited a long time for this opportunity. 

“Good this is how we will do this one; you will knock on the door and call your girl to 

the door.” 

“Jimmy I still have a key to the apartment, we can walk in.” 

“No her new friend is an early riser so you knock on the door and if he opens the 

door you duck and Heinz will shoot him and then we will get your ex if she opens we 

will grab her and Heinz will kill him or Troy will gladly kill of him. You cover her mouth 

and tie her up, it has been a long night don’t mess it up, let’s do it right.” 

Troy took his covert survival knife; he just had this feeling that he would be using it 

on this outing. They moved to the front door as the bathroom light was turned on so 

he was awake, Jimmy knew Troy would not falter he would kill this bastard, he was 

worried about Doug. 
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Troy and Jimmy went to the side of front door while Doug rang the door bell followed 

by another and another ring. They could all hear the foot steppes and they heard the 

guy curse “This better be good or I will kill you.” 

Doug step back and to the side as the door open.  

“You little shit; I am going to kill you.” 

Heinz didn’t have a clear shot but still he had to take the shot he trusted his 

Excalibur Crossbow he knew the scope were for precise trajectory so he aimed at 

the left nipple and squeezed the trigger. The Boltcutter fixed-blade broadhead has 

been tested and proven to be the most accurate hunting broadhead on the market 

and it slammed into the guy he dropped to ground but he was still alive and Troy was 

on him in a flash. The Covert Survival Knife has a stainless-steel blade and a rugged 

handle that's designed for extra grip. The versatile design features a double serration 

on the blade and Troy knew that the seven inch blade would do the trick he kicked 

the guy in the groin and then jumped on him and stuck the knife in his throat cutting 

his vocal cords next he dragged him in the house as Paula Green call to him, by now 

Jimmy was waiting for her to appear around the corner she called again “Are you 

okay honey?” 

But no one answered her call as she stopped in the passage. Jimmy waited then 

Doug called her name and she cursed as she stormed to the front door. “You little 

shit, just leave.” 

That was her last words Paula said in her apartment Jimmy tasered her as she 

walked into his arms. Doug ran inside and covered her mouth and tied her arms and 

legs. Jimmy looked at Troy by now he had stabbed the guy twice in the heart. He 

was now towering over the fallen body Troy felt like pounding his chest and telling 

the world that he enjoyed the close encounter and he enjoyed the feeling of the 

blade sinking into the human flesh. 

“I wonder Doug did he offer her his heart, if so I could do just that give her his heart, 

what do you think?” 

“I think you should help Doug and we should move before someone comes 

wondering down the street let’s move.” 

Paula Green was a manager at the local bookshop and soon out grew Doug he was 

not aggressive enough for Paula especially in bed, she enjoyed her sex on the rough 

side and well Doug was just not that kind of guy. 
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Tim was driving and Heinz was sitting at the open door, he was about to move when 

Jimmy shook his head he waited for Troy to drop her in the back. 

“You sit with Heinz and behave yourself, move.” 

Troy jumped in with the girl and waited for Doug to get in the back before he passed 

her over the seat. Heinz closed the sliding door and Jimmy pointed to Tim to drive 

they completed the mission in one night. 

“I didn’t have a clear shot Jimmy that is why I missed” 

“Not to worry Heinz I enjoyed testing my blade, but let me tell you this that arrow 

dropped him on his ass.” 

“Well done guys we completed the most difficult part of the mission now we can rest 

and then we will enjoy our spoils, starting tonight.” 

“Sweet.” Was all Troy could say 

They drove the rest of the way in silence, but as soon as they turned into to the 

property the group were more relaxed until Doug spoke  

“Jimmy the girls are getting restless should I give them more?” 

“Let me move to the back, I will keep them in check.” 

“Troy you stay put.” 

“All I am saying is that I will keep them in line, Jimmy.” 

“Did you hear that bitches, now you have a choice you stay still or Troy can move to 

the back and keep you in line?” 

“Maybe they need to sit up Jimmy?” 

“Doug you make them comfortable but this is the last time I will talk; next Troy will 

teach them manners.” 

“Jimmy it is the drugs we need to give them some air maybe we should take the tape 

from their mouths, because it the fall sick they would drown in their own vomit and 

none of us knows CPR.” 

“They will soon be home so you keep then still.” 

The minivan stopped and the guys were out in a flash. Jimmy looked at them he 

smiled “Well we did it, now it is time to introduce our house guests to their new 

home. Heinz you will store all the tools in the house, Doug you stay with the lot in the 

minivan while we take them to their room one by one. Okay Troy you hand me one 

and you take one, Tim you lead the way.” 

“We should start with the first ones first Jimmy.” 

“Fine Doug we will do that.” 
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Troy lifted Mary out of the minivan and handed her to Jimmy, next he took Chris Ford 

and they made their way to the house by now Tim was inside and he had some 

water for the new house guests. Jimmy placed Mary in holding room and Troy 

placed Chris next to her, Tim pulled the tape from Mary’s mouth and provided her 

with a drink of water while Troy cut her cable ties with his blood stained knife he did 

the same with Chris. 

“Drink some water and get some rest we will talk later. Oh just so you know we are in 

the middle of nowhere, now if you decide to scream then we will restrain you again 

and we will discipline you, hey Troy.” 

“That would be my pleasure Jimmy.” 

“You go and get the next one.” 

Troy walked out and soon he was back with Linda, he then returned with Paula 

followed by Doug who had Ruby over his shoulder, Troy made sure they all saw the 

knife while he cut their cable ties, and Jimmy pulled the tape from their mouths and 

gave the same speech, soon Heinz joined them in the room with all the guys, he just 

smiled and walked out. 

“Here is the rules, one no fighting, two no screaming, three no crying I hate crying 

and lastly enjoy yourselves this will be your home for the next five days. Then we will 

let you leave, but if you disobey with me I will hurt you so bad, you will pray for death 

for that would be quicker.” 

Tim made sure all the girls had water and then handed Ruby her clothes as he 

walked from the room and Jimmy locked the door. “You get to know one another and 

if you have any plans or ideas to escape I tell you now don’t think about it believe me 

you will regret it and you will not succeed, you will only be punished.”     

As Jimmy walked into the kitchen the boys had a drink waiting for him. 

Jimmy took the drink and held it high in the air “To a job well done and this is the first 

of many hunts we will be known as the five horsemen and they will write books about 

us. Cheers”  

They all cheered and had a few drinks before they started with lunch they took turns 

having a shower. 

As soon as they left Ruby took her clothes and dressed herself. “Perverts, I wish you 

die you piece of scum.” 

Paula looked at the girls “Please tell me you know these men.” 

Ruby looked at her “Are you out of your mind, they are animals.” 
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“Well I know one of them he is my ex and I know they killed my boyfriend I saw his 

body.” 

“Join the club honey that one with the knife shot my friend next to me in my bed he 

killed him and he enjoyed it. They are sick and we need to find a way out of here. 

Like I said they are psycho’s.” 

“I agree but we should wait until they had a few drinks.” Paula walked to the window 

and pulled on the safety bars but they were solid 

Linda looked at her “Which one is your psycho ex?” 

“Doug the one that sat in the back, but he was never friends with these guys hell he 

was a real sissy.” 

“That sissy tricked me to leave the safety of my house.” 

“Have any of you seen these guys before.” Looking at the girls Paula hoped for an 

answer that never came 

“Look you bitch like I said you know one of the psycho’s not us.” Ruby showed her 

class as she walked towards Paula 

Troy appeared at the door he could hear that Ruby was getting a bit irate and 

wanted to teach her a lesson “Hey bitches keep it down or I will cut your tong out, 

you play nice or I will teach you manners. You look like the type that may need some 

discipline and I will gladly do that, so calm down bitch.” Pointing to Ruby as he 

walked away leaving them alone again. 

Chris spoke for the first time “We are in trouble and I agree with you, sorry I don’t 

know your name.” 

“My name is Paula.” 

“Paula I am Chris, look we need to find a way out of here, we have seen their faces. 

We know their names and we know they have no problems killing so we need to 

work together, or we will die here. They have no intentions of letting us walk out the 

door we can identify them.” 

“I am sorry Paula, my name is Mary and like I said that sissy is part of this gang. 

Maybe you can talk to him, maybe he will help us, he seems to be a nice bloke that 

lost his way.” 

“Yes do that, are you stupid he is a puppet, no I say we focus on that one that gave 

us water he is the weak link, I looked in his eyes he is the weak one I know these 

things.” Spat Ruby. 

“You may be right, sorry I don’t know your name.” 
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“Ruby my name is Ruby.” 

They looked at Linda she just cried as she sobbed “My name is Linda and I am 

scared.” 

“We are all scared honey but you need to stop crying, come here and stay quiet, use 

your inside voice. We don’t need that mean guy to come back he is looking for an 

excuse to hurt someone he is a real savage you can just see it in his eyes.” Mary 

hugged her 

Paula looked at them “So we don’t know them so how did they pick you girls, I get 

how they ended at my door. Do any of you know one another or do you hang out at 

the same club?” 

Linda looked at Chris “I have seen you at the local club. But I have never seen any of 

them” 

“I have been there myself, anyone else?” 

Mary shook her head “No not me, sorry.” 

Ruby looked at them “Not me I always go to the local pub to get a few drinks and 

some action.” 

“That is it, we enjoy a night out surely we must have seen them or noticed them they 

are not that inconspicuous. Hell they look like the types that would start bar fights so 

we would have recognized them.” 

“Speak English bitch there is no need to use big words. 

“Sorry Ruby it means not noticeable.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“They would be seen they don’t strike me as the type of person that would sit in the 

corner and have a quite drink.” 

“No my dear these animals watched us they are animals. They would be like a lion or 

something they were watching us they don’t have the balls to talk to you, they are 

losers.” 

“Not so load Ruby.” Jimmy and Troy were at the door listening to the girls, Jimmy 

always had a problem with Ruby, she was load and unrefined but Tim liked her 

maybe it was all about his mother or something. Jimmy had a problem with her from 

day one. So did Troy he hated her and wanted Tim to choose someone else but 

Jimmy intervened and now they were stuck with Ruby.  

Jimmy looked at Troy and they walked away “You were right she will be first and we 

will make her suffer.” 
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-3- 

 

 

After the buffalo was loaded on the bakkie Kristy told Tito to take 

the hunters back to the lodge as she walked to Leon he was 

sitting on the hood of his Cruiser looking at her. Kristy looked at 

Leon she wanted to be with him. “Take me for a drive.” 

“I thought you would never ask, let’s go.” 

Leon and Kristy slowly drove to the river that formed the 

boundary between her property and the National Park. Leon 

often visited the river. 

It was out here he could think, view and photograph the wildlife of the area. He had 

watched a leopard hunt in the area she had to abandon her kill when a pride of lions 

suddenly appeared. The female leopard barely made it to the safety of the trees and 

then she had to stay in the treetop while the pride ate and waited for her to come 

down. Predators have a natural instinct to kill all competition not to eat or because 

they are evil that is just nature.  

He drove slowly scanning the tree tops looking for the leopard he knew she would 

never move far from the river banks. She had all the protection and game she 

needed to raise her cubs. But then he saw a very rare bird as he stopped and 

pointed at the bird he fumbled to get his camera touching Kristy’s legs she looked to 

see why Leon was so excited.   

“What is it Leon? Where do I look?” 

“Look in the tree about level with the roof of the Cruiser it is a fishing owl this bird is 

restricted to areas surrounding major river systems. Shit this is wonderful it is 

generally localized and uncommon especially in this area. It is estimated that there is 

about a hundred breeding pairs in the Okavango Delta, man this is special I have 

never seen one down here and it has no intention of moving.” 

“It must be me; you know I might just be your lucky charm.” 

“You are special Kristy.” Leon looked into those blue eyes. 

Leon looked at her then he started photographing the rare owl, the digital camera 

had a high speed card and Leon could take a massive amount of photos in a short 

time. Leon did just that, working on the principal of the more photos you take the 

greater chance you have of capturing that special photo. 
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“Why is it so special?” 

“Like most things people want to see, it’s difficult to find a fishing owl. They are not 

thick on the ground or air and are noted as vulnerable on the IUCN Red List, that is 

really sad.”  

“It is so beautiful but quite big for an owl.”  

“That is true the fishing owl is a large owl it stands roughly sixty centimeters tall and 

weighs in at a healthy two kilograms or so that is just roughly. Because it hunts fish 

which are not known for their sharp hearing, the  fishing owl will fly noisily unlike 

many of the other owls which have soft edges to their flight feathers. As you can see 

when the owl is not hunting it will it will roosts in the deep shade of trees during the 

day with dark leaves where it’s easily overlooked, but we found it hell this is so 

special.” 

“You really loves Africa don’t you Leon?” 

“I do, just like you Kristy, tell me …” 

Kristy didn’t answer she kissed Leon as he responded the owl departed to a different 

part of the river. 

The Pel’s fishing owl feeds almost exclusively on fish, catching them with a similar 

style to the African fish eagle, but it also occasionally catches young Nile crocodiles. 

When hunting, this owl perches on a low branch overhanging water. From here it 

hunts fish in slow-moving water using its long talons and the spiny soles of its feet to 

grip slippery fish. Its maximum meal weight is an astounding two kilograms in other 

words this bird is able to lift its own body weight from the water.  

Kristy and Leon were still enjoying the moment. Leon looked deep in her blue eyes 

they were like giant water pools he always felt that he could quite easily drown in 

them but still they were so striking. “Let’s move into the shade.” 

“That would be nice and maybe you could make this a bit more comfortable that is 

just a suggestion.”  

Leon mover the Cruiser into the shade and walked to the back he moved the seats 

back and down the one thing about the Cruiser was the comfort it has plus the 

capacity to carry eight people or you could move the seats forward to accommodate 

one or two. Kristy helped as they moved all the camping gear to the front seat and 

Leon opened his camping mattress and placed that in the back. They were like two 

young school kids. 
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As they jumped in the back Kristy looked at him and smiled “We should have gone to 

your place.” 

“That would take way too long, I have waited so long just to hold you in my arms and 

now we are like two young kids.” 

“Yes we are and you should stop talking.” 

Leon and Kristy jumped in the back of the Cruiser and soon they were kissing and as 

Leon unclipped her bra he could see her dark nipples fully erect and Leon could 

heard her soft moans. Kristy pulled his shirt from his body next he felt her hands 

working on his pants. She was in a hurry to strip him naked and Leon was happy to 

assist her. Leon unbuttoned her pants as he softly kissed her nipples he always 

wanted this but he never thought it would happen in the back of his Cruiser. Leon 

was not about to complain, as he pulled her pants over her lovely legs, Kristy helped 

him by pulling her panties down and Leon could feel her hands all over him. This 

was so exiting, so old school but so rewarding. He waited for four years and now it 

happened in a blink of an eye, neither were complaining they were just enjoying the 

moment.  

“We need more space.” Kristy laughed as Leon slowly entered her 

“I promise you I will find a better place next time.” Leon joked back 

Leon made sure that he pleasured Kristy and he was taking it slowly. They were now 

over the edge and soon they were moving as one until Kristy arched her back and 

her breathing became heavy and she grabbed at his back pulling him closer until she 

fell back, Leon climaxed soon after that, it was all in a blur, but extremely satisfying. 

He kissed her softly on her dry mouth “You are amazing.” 

“So are you, Leon Smit, but I still think you need a bigger car.” 

Soon they were lying in the back of the Cruiser with their feet on the back seats, just 

enjoying the moment. Leon held Kristy in his arms stoking her back gently as they 

enjoyed the moment. 

“It has been a long time for me Leon, believe me when I tell you, it was not that easy 

it just happened.” 

“I know Kristy, I know that feeling well and believe me when I tell you that I will 

always respect you. I think you are the most beautiful woman in the district. I can still 

remember the first day I arrived on the farm. I can still remember the clothes you 

wore. You were and have always been a picture and I wanted to hold you so many 

times but I never had the guts and I was always afraid that I might offend you.” 
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“You are a real charmer Leon, but tell me what did I wear?” 

“You had a pair of jeans, your Hi-Tech boots a white t-shirt with a small black swan 

on the left side and your brown hunting jacket and I believe you were wearing 

Pleasures by Estee Lauder, the same as today.” 

“You are really observant Leon, were you checking me out on day one?” 

“Maybe, like I said you are a beautiful woman Kristy.” 

“We both know this could complicate our lives.” 

“Yes but I am tiered of my life, it is time to move on and yes have a complicating life 

with you.” 

“I agree Leon, but know this; if we decide to give this a go then it is all the way, you 

know that.” 

“I do and I have no problem with that.” 

“Do you think we have time?” 

“I do but I would prefer a bed but I will never say no to this lovely body.” 

“Flattery will get you everywhere.” 

Leon and Kristy rose from their makeshift bed as they dressed and moved all the 

seats back they were still overwhelmed with the day. By now it was almost midday 

and Kristy still had hunters and a business to run. Leon held her tight as they sat on 

the hood of the Cruiser; Leon took a smoke from his pocket.  

“Maybe I should have one too.” 

“Maybe I should stop smoking.” 

“No let’s have one each, I have to tell you this I do smoke, not in public but I do 

smoke.” Kristy blushed. 

“Now that I didn’t know.” 

As the two love birds sat in the shade they heard the radio crackle and Leon got up 

to answer it. “Yes.” 

“Sorry sir it is Tito.” 

“Yes Tito how can I help?” 

“Sir the people here at the lodge want to hunt and want me to take them.” 

“You put one of them on the radio Tito.” 

As soon as the guy on the other end came on the radio Leon spoke. 

“Look we are on our way back and I will take all you guys hunting but you will wait 

until I get back, then we will complete this hunt.” 
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He ended the call before the guy could say anything, and walked back to Kristy he 

held her hand and looked into those blue eyes. 

“I will take them and complete the hunt.” 

“You don’t have to Leon.” 

“I want to help Kristy, I liked the arrangement we had but I want more. It is time Kristy 

we will talk and I want to know you the real you and if you have questions then you 

should ask them. But I want more. This was great but I have no intention of leaving 

again, I would like to stay.” 

“So do I.” Kristy held his hand. 

“Well then it is settled I will take them out and they can complete their hunt and 

maybe we could talk tonight.”    

“I would love that, now would be a good time to tell you about the hunt and your 

pay.” Kristy laid her head on his shoulder.  

Leon looked at her “Not important.” 

“Leon Smit you are a funny guy I can see we will have fun and I do have deep 

feelings for you.” 

“I am glad to hear that Kristy Naude.” Leon kissed her and then lifted her from the 

Cruiser. 

They laughed as they made their way back to the lodge, as they made jokes they 

slowly started to lower their defenses. For the first time Leon and Kristy allowed 

someone else into their little garden. But they both knew that it would take time to 

fully allow someone in their lives. They knew they were right for one another. Only 

time would tell if this would work… 

 

Back in America Cristal continued her inquest. “Tell me Sam when did you realize 

Leon and two officers were in the bush and why only two officers?” 

“Cristal I ordered all personnel to hold their positions. That way we could coordinate 

the tactical response, but Leon had other ideas. Cristal Leon Smit was and I believe 

still is a soldier, a very good soldier, well trained and deadly to anybody who crossed 

him path as a target. Like Derrick told you he helped Lucy to pass her shooting 

course. This guy was a special force sniper he would wait for his target and then like 

a deadly viper, strike and disappear, I do believe he eliminated every target he was 

given and more than likely is still every good at doing just that. Leon Smit was never 

going to wait; he was always going to engage them but because he was a soldier I 
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thought he would be good at taking orders so I was comfortable with Leon in the 

bush and I thought he would hold his position.” 

“For that alone I feel we need him. He has initiative.” 

“Remember that two more agents died in the woods Cristal.” 

“They were killed by those monsters Sam, not by Leon.” 

“He disobeyed a direct order.” Sam was not going to back down on this, he was the 

officer in charge and Leon disobeyed his order. 

“But he shot and killed three and he wounded one, isn’t that true Sam?” 

“Yes but he disobeyed a direct order.” 

“Tell me what happened out their Sam.” 

“Like Derrick said they were trapped in the tunnel and as the team moved a volley of 

arrows hit the lead agent, plus the entrance was booby trapped. So I ordered 

everyone to hold their positions, but Leon and the two agents moved forward.” 

“I believe Leon indicated they didn’t receive the order and why would two of your 

agents go into the woods with him?” 

“That is what he said Bob and that was the reason Leon was never charged with 

disobeying an order and like I said two agents died because he disobeyed a direct 

order.” 

“Who took his statement?” 

“I did but afterwards we reconstructed the incident with his statement I believe we 

know what happened out in the woods, Bob.” 

“Fine you tell us Sam and Derrick you feel free to add your opinion or observations to 

the report.” 

“We believe Leon and the agents were in the woods when the fire fight started and 

that he was of the opinion that there was a second exit. He moved in that direction. 

However he misjudged the speed of the horsemen as they moved through the tunnel 

and the time it took them to get to the in the wooded area. We received a call from 

Lucy and her partner that they located a vehicle on the other side of the wood. 

Before we could dispatch Derrick’s team the fire fight started in the wood and we had 

to react.” 

“So you were sending agents to the waiting car?” 

“Yes Cristal and we made good ground belief me.” 

“Please continue Sam.” 
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“Thanks Bob, so from Leon’s account and from the reconstruction we estimated that 

as the group exited from the tunnel the two brothers Troy and Tim moved to the left 

and Jimmy, Heinz and Doug moved to the right. We also know that Troy shot and 

killed the first agent. Leon went to ground but as he did he shot and killed Doug, it 

was two shots through the heart.” 

“So he is a good shot I take it?” 

“Hell yes Bob this guy was deployed in real shit holes. I remember that Jack told me 

a story about a failed mission. Jack provided some information but decided not to 

provide all the information when he struck a better deal with some oil baron from 

Kuwait. But that was Jack; Leon was the sniper on this mission that went wrong from 

day one, but apparently he shot and killed at least ten enemy soldiers as he provided 

cover fire for the platoon that had to retreat. He could not safe the captain and two 

men that helped with the fighting but because of Leon Smit and of cause the fighting 

skills of the special forces they survived and that was when Leon Smit was send 

here. I guest Jack really owed Bert and Frank, but as for Leon’s marksmanship let 

me assure you he seldom missed. But we should follow the report Sam compiled” 

“What weapon did he use?” 

“He used his Galil assault rifle.” 

“And that is a good rifle? Excuse my ignorance with weapons.” 

“Bob that is a good weapon, it was his weapon of choice. Let me show you some 

photos. Let me see. Here is one of the Galil now as you can see Bob the weapon is 

fitted with a high-impact plastic hand guard and pistol grip and a side-folding it folds 

to the right side. The weapon is operated by a Kalashnikov-pattern and the Galil is 

fed from a curved, steel box magazine with a thirty five round capacity. Leon favored 

the model that was designed for use with the 7.62x51mm NATO rifle round plus 

Leon had a fitted scope on his Galil, not that he needed it but he had it and his back-

up was a Glock 17 9mm pistol.” 

“Good but let’s move on.” Cristal didn’t need this information she wanted to know 

that happened in the woods that night. 

Sam looked at Derrick “Thanks Derrick, as I was saying Cristal Leon went to ground 

now he told me that he saw Doug and he put two bullets into his chest, in combat he 

always used a double tap. He heard the agent to his left cry with pain as he was shot 

by Troy and then by Tim, that was the kill shot. Troy stopped and reloaded his 

crossbow; Leon rolled and before Troy could fire Leon shot him again a double tap in 
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the chest. The second agent must have moved towards Jimmy and Heinz in an effort 

to apprehend them. They shot and killed him in cold blood. Leon being a good 

combat soldier popped a smoke grenade, now I don’t know if you are familiar with a 

smoke grenade and why we use it?.” 

“No Sam but I am sure Derrick could fill us in, but just out of curiosity is that 

important?” 

“I believe so Bob.” 

“Okay Derrick you explain the whole grenade thing.” 

“Maybe we should take a break Bob.” 

“No we will stop when you tell me what happed out there.” 

“Okay Cristal, a smoke grenade is typically canister-type grenades used as a 

signaling device. They are filled with white phosphorus which is spread by an 

explosive action. White phosphorus catches fire in the presence of air, and burns 

with a brilliant yellow flame, while producing copious amounts of white smoke. That 

was all Leon needed to move to a different position and to protect himself from 

Jimmy and Heinz the added bonus was that Leon had a clean shot on Tim but he 

was running. He shot him in the back then he switch the Galil to automatic and 

sprayed the area where he thought Jimmy and Heinz could be.” 

“What was the outcome?” 

“Like I said we did some calculations and from blood spatter we believe he hit Heinz 

but it was only a flesh wound, but that was enough for Jimmy and Heinz they 

decided to make a run for the car. Leon then walked to Tim. On his way there he 

changed and inserted a new magazine and shot Tim. Leon said that Tim posed a 

threat he said Tim aimed his crossbow at him, so he shot him, in the head. By this 

time we were all running into the woods to assist the agents and to apprehend the 

suspects.” Sam looked directly at Cristal. 

“Why didn’t you believe Leon, Sam?” 

“He said he kicked the bow away after he had shot him. We found some marks on 

the ground that we believed were made as Tim fell. The bow was on the ground and 

not in his hands and that Leon decided Tim deserved to die, so he shot him while he 

was lying on the ground and to me that is just not right we are the law.” 

“Good for him, but that is just how I feel, please continue.” 
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“The funny thing was that Leon left his Galil next to Tim, when I asked him about it 

he said that way he could move faster and quicker to get back to the top trail and 

look for Jimmy and Heinz.” 

“Why was that funny Sam?” 

“He was a sniper, they like rifles, Bob.” 

“Still if you were chasing someone in a wooded area and you had to climb up a steep 

bank I would have done the same. Plus Leon was really deadly with his Glock, so I 

bought that.” 

“Now that you put it that way, Derrick but still, our snipers would never do that, they 

would have kept their rifles. But that is beside the point. I would suggest that Derrick 

tells the next part as he was on that path and I do hope you have a sword to his 

throat, Cristal.” Sam was still looking at Cristal. 

“I have no problem with telling Cristal what happened.” 

“Maybe you should tell her what really happened Derrick, I mean this is off the record 

and if I decide not to play ball, well Cristal warned me, so do tell the truth this time 

we both know what happened.” 

“I decided to chase after the guys even though Sam asked us to hold our positions. I 

told the group to wait and told Sam I was looking for booby traps but really I was 

looking for these monsters. Then the gun fight started, I knew that Leon was doing 

the killing, so I ran towards the gun fire and only when I was halfway there I called 

my team and Sam. When the gun fire ended I was on edge, but I saw the blood, and 

I knew that one of the bastards were shot and he was bleeding badly, It was a flesh 

wound but it was high on the thigh and he was losing blood, I knew he would have to 

stop. Then I heard a person yelling he was obviously in pain, next thing I know is 

someone firing two shots from my right side, I dropped to the ground.” 

“I would have thought you would return fire Derrick.” 

“Why? These guys never used guns plus we had other agents in the area, so I yelled 

to the person to identify himself. It was Leon he told me that one suspect was behind 

the big rock. I moved forward and when I was close to take a shot Leon moved from 

behind the tree and this guy fired an arrow at him that was all I needed. I jumped into 

view and pointed my gun at him Leon joined me shortly after that. This is the part 

you were waiting for Sam.” 

“No Derrick I just want to hear you say it.” 
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“I told Leon that I was of the opinion that I heard a car drive away not thinking about 

who was placed there. Leon runs to the parking area and the next thing I know he 

walks back and points his Glock at Heinz. He tells me to leave, he said he was going 

to kill Heinz, I asked him why and he told me that Lucy was killed. I told him that we 

would need this guy to get the one that got away. He walked to where I was standing 

and told Heinz he would not need his dick and then he shot him in the groin he never 

flinched.” 

“I knew that, Derrick you should have stopped him.” 

“Right Sam, we lost men good men and they were animals they killed innocent 

woman. I moved aside and told Heinz to tell me his name that was how we got the 

name and he also told us Jimmy was an ex-marine. The second shot was even more 

painful, Leon shot him is the stomach and as he passed out Leon shot him again and 

walked away. Yes Sam I collected the casings and I dropped them in the bush, close 

to the rock. That bastard deserved it, he was an animal and I don’t feel bad about it.” 

“And you shouldn’t, Derrick.” Cristal backed Derrick. 

“The problem was the second agent, he took the easy way out he said he passed 

out from the pain, how did you do that?” 

“That was easy Sam I told him that he would lose his badge, as he didn’t cover his 

partner and he was only young. I briefed him on what to say and he played along like 

I said he was young and scared.” 

“My problem started there, Heinz was transported to hospital he was in surgery for 

three hours and now he is a patient in an institution. He will never walk, or piss and 

yes he lives with a tube inside his body, but he should have served time in jail. When 

I spoke to him I knew he would walk so I made the deal. Like I said Cristal, it wasn’t 

that smart, but I had to make that deal. We all knew then that Jimmy got away but I 

couldn’t risk an enquiry into the department.” 

“Jimmy was always going to get away Sam, he had it all planed, what he didn’t 

bargain on was Heinz getting shot, but that is now history.” 

“How did Leon deal with Lucy and her body just lying there? I mean she was the love 

of his life” 

“He was in agony, he was gutted he told me that he would hunt this prick to the end 

of the earth then Sam pushed him just too far with all the questions and he decided 

to leave.” 
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“I was doing my job, Derrick. But like you said it is now over and done. Just for the 

record Cristal I never enjoyed the deal I made with Heinz but now you know it was to 

protect the department.” 

“Why did you change his name Sam?” 

“To protect him, he was never that stupid he documented his ordeal and if he would 

suddenly die then all the information will be release to the media and that would hurt 

the bureau. You know this.” 

“You are a real company man Sam, but you have kept your word you told me the 

story. I will take the sword off your neck, please don’t make me place it back there, 

we can work together.” 

“I think we have different goals Cristal.” 

“We do Sam but we are after the same animal.” 

“That is true Cristal but I still disapprove of your methods and you know that if you 

make this offer it will bring all the other animals out of the woodworks believe me you 

don’t want that.” 

I have never thought of that Sam I don’t want to deal with some brainless prick or 

wannabe I need professionals like you. 

“That is good to hear, for a moment I thought we would have to deal with all the 

wannabes, they will only cause more problems and delays.” 

“You Know Sam one day you will see this was the right way.” 

“I took an oath to serve and protect and I intend to do just that Cristal.” 

“I can live with that Sam. We need to move to the victims and what you know of their 

ordeal. This will be difficult for me but I need to know everything, or maybe I should 

say I need to verify the information I have.”   

Cristal there is no needs for that believe me.” Sam was talking from experience. 

“Sam I need to know and I do believe you but still I have to know and then we may 

see eye to eye Sam.” 

“Cristal I will never shoot a man in cold blood you should know that, not today and 

not tomorrow not ever.” 

“But you can help Sam you know that, you have all this knowledge and I need that 

so I need you.” 

“We should take a break Cristal.” 

“Let’s do that and Bob you should order some food and drinks.” 

“Yes dear.” 


